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In 1943, a psychologist named Abraham Maslow published a paper known as ‘A Theory of
Human Motivation’. His theory was constructed by a five tier pyramid model of the human
needs. The base layer of the pyramid is known as the physiological needs. This includes
necessary requirements for a human to survive such as water, food, warmth and sleep.
Clearly, the majority of the population have already met this as it should be your first priority.
Secondly, the next layer of the pyramid is seen as the safety needs like the law or any form
of protection and security. The third layer is referred to as love and belonging. This can be
shown in the form of interpersonal relationships that trigger motivation. Fourthly, the next
layer is called esteem needs. This is divided into two
sub-sections. The first being self esteem (including dignity, achievement and
independence) and the second being acceptance of others (this includes status and
prestige). Finally, the top section of the pyramid is known as the self-actualisation
needs. This need is rarely met as it is when a person is complete and have everything
they want in life. As you go up the pyramid your motivation increases as you feel you
are closer to achieving self-fulfilment. At a point in life, you may feel like you are
unsure about making a choice or taking an opportunity. In times like these you should
see it more as an opportunity to go further up the pyramid. Where do you think you
stand on the hierarchy of needs?

HOW TO: Get Study
Motivated!
“Optimism is the
faith that leads to
achievement.
Nothing can be
without hope and

confidence”.

By Anastasia Antonetca
“Optimism is the faith that leads to achievement. Nothing can be without hope
and
confidence” - Helen Keller
How can young people motivate themselves to work hard for their success?
Motivation is important because it gives you management to meet you goals
and dreams.
Motivation can sometimes negatively impact your grades and your future.
The top tips for students in Ark Academy to make it through exam season.
Study plan with visual timetable:
- Create an individual study plan which can guide you with your revision for
your assessments
and keep you in the right path. Make sure your timetable includes breaks or
something that
can reward you.
Find a role model who inspires you:
- Having an inspirational role model will help you become motivated.
Reward yourself:
- For every hour that you have studied efficiently, you can reward yourself by
doing
something that you enjoy to keep you motivated and keep going. For example:
- have a healthy snack
- talk to friends and etc.
Find a fun way to study:
- Online Quizzes
- Educational games or competing with friends. This could make it easier for
individuals to learn about their subjects.
Make connections to your studies. For example:
- Connect sports to science and Maths.
Find out what keeps you motivated and utilise that skill!
It can be difficult, stressful and exhausting, but if you work hard and be nice
you will achieve your goals now and in the future as long as you believe in
yourself.

Letter to Myself
By Akshainie Rajan

Dear year 6 Akshainie,
I am writing to you to tell you all about life in Ark Academy and what the best things to
avoid and sustain are.
First of all, relax. Don't be to tense or nervous about how well you may do or what level your
at. Always bare in mind that no matter what form, group or class your in, there is always the
space to improve as well as move forward. In contrast, you also need to dress to impress!
Show off your skills and like Miss Lisk said induction day 'Put your best foot forward'.
However, don't waffle or try to be something your not.
Secondly, grow thicker skin (Not literally). Be prepared for the hard core strict teachers. It
may be tempting to touch test tubes, pick at displays or play with objects BUT keep to
yourself and don't be afraid to ask questions. Avoid lateness, lack of effort, interruption,
violence (keep your scissors in your pencil case) or foul language. Even if you do break a
rule, sit detention and learn from your mistakes. How do you learn without mistakes? Life
isn't all butter and honey. There will be bullies and foul friends. Gather strength and know
you wont stoop to their level. Expect the unexpected, work hard and learn.
From your future, Akshainie xx

INTERNATIONAL RAGING WILDFIRES
BY WISAM ELTAYEB

The number of people who
remain missing due to the
ferocious wildfires
spreading across both
ends of California is at a
whopping total of 1000.
The two fires, which both
ignited last week, have
taken a total of 80 lives
while leaving waste to a
total of nearly 400 square
miles. The vast majority of
the deaths (77) were due
to the Camp Fire in
Northern California’s
Butte County, making it
the deadliest and most
destructive wild fire in the
US. But what is a wild fire?
Well, it is a fire where there
is flammable vegetation
which occurs in rural
areas.
“We’ve never seen
anything like this in
California”,

Trump said. He then visited
Malibu to see the
devastation from the
Woolsey Fire. Meanwhile,
the smoke released from
the flames has descended
across the Golden State
and captured the air in
major cities. Officials have
advised residents in the
affected areas to remain
indoors and wear a
protective mask outside.
The National Weather
Service called a red flag
warning for California
through Sunday as
humidity drops and wind
gusts could get up to 40
mph.
Many people including
celebrities have had to
evacuate their houses for
safety reasons. Let us all
pray for the victims and
the stressed loved ones.

So... What
Motivates You?
By Nora Elbana
Imagine being someone in life that
can change the world for the better.
However, how are you going to get
there? In this world there are so
many distractions, so how do you
plan to live up to/surpass yours and
your family’s expectations?
A lot of people have similar motivations
throughout their school life, but what
about the people who don’t know what
makes them strive to achieve their
best? Take Ryanne Lee, a sixth-former,
for example. So far, her motivation has
been to make her parents proud and to
get the best grades that she can
possibly achieve. In ten years’ time, she
sees herself living comfortably: this
includes having a sturdy job and maybe
having two or three dogs. Her
motivation seems to be to plan her
future wisely, so she can work towards
the future that she currently desires.
Her advice to you is to not leave things
to the last second and to keep your life
organised.

' Work hard and see
life how it is' Rula Amelhems

Rula Amelhems
Furthermore, Veesha Gajjar- another This made her feel that she must do
sixth-former’s - motivation is to get the same, so she also succeeds in
good grades, so she can do what she life.
wants in the future. In ten years’ time, In ten years’ time she sees herself
she sees herself having a stable job as a Pharmacist. To do this, she
and having a happy future. To do this, intends to work hard and to see life
her motivation is to think positively, how it is: not to confuse fiction with
fact. Her advice to you is to not
never negatively. She also doesn’t
waste time and to plan out the time
want to work somewhere that she
hates. Her advice to you is to not give that you do have wisely.
up, to let things take its course in life
As you can see, having motivation can
and to keep on top of your studies.
Finally, Rula Almelhem’s, a year 11, really come in handy; especially when
you’re about to give up.
motivation during her early school
years was how other students worked
very hard to achieve their ambitions.

School Notices

Coming Up:

A Reminder - Charity week is coming up! The 10th 14th of December.
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"Our library is a treasure trove of knowledge and information;
we should take advantage of it."

